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ABSTRACT
The characteristics of directional d4atetinuities (DD's) in the
inter IJA80eti4ry magnetic field have been Studied using data from the N#6pioer
10 primary mission between 1.0'and 0.46 AU during November 1973-A pril 19740
The entire data set was surveyed using an automated procedure to identify_
 as changes in field direction, Of At least 300 in & 4^ Sao interval.
this study yielded an r- 1. 3 10.4 heliographic distance dependence for the
dhily average number per hour of discontinuities.
	 In addition to this
atatjoioal survey, M I S were Y,i3u- aiiy identified using 1,2 Sao averages
Z)
rftfo	 hree selected time int(Lrvals, and. the corresponding 40 mseo data were
'Y"
studied in detail by means :^^f
 the Sonnfar u p- Cali ill mininivin variance
procedure.	 After aditing"there resulted a total of 6 1 4 events.	 Two
methods were used to estimate the ratio of the number or tangential
discontinuities (TD's) to the number "of rotational discontinuities (RD' s).
in the first approach, those gW3 with substantial normal components
N/< h1 5 0;3) ,ware interpreted	 RD'- and '*he remainder werfe e fun'sider64jo^	 -	 SIV	 -0 	U 
to be TWs, except that some 'RD's" were eliminated on the basis of-
f
Unacceptably urge relative magnitude varianora-across their discontinuity
zone.	 Vie second method considers the total numb^rl
'
,of RD's to be the sum
of those M I S with substantial normal components (aga^4l excluding thoseA
with large variances) plus an estimated number 'of tho3e))DD 1 s with small
normal components that are possibly Ws.
	 The estimate is based on the
assumption that there is a uniform distribution of RD's per degree of
discontinuity cone angle 0 (= cos	 JBI1 1/ 6 , where B is the average magnitode
the field across t- lie" DD)	 for all R.	 Then 	 uall other	 I S are assned to
be MS.	 both methods Show that the ratio of M I S to RD's varied with time
and decreased with decreasing radial distance but was V, 14?^:54 0.3 on
average from the first method -and v, 0.66 1, 0.23 on average from tho seconds«-`
A decrease in average discontinuity thickness of o40% was found ;between 1.0
and 0.72 AU and o 54% betweeb 1.0 and 0,46 AU, independent of type (TD or
RD),	 This deorec4e in thickness for 	 is in qualitative
agreement with Pioneer 10 observations between 1 6d 5 AU.	 %hen the
inuividual DD thicknesses tire normalized with respect to the estimaeed
1001%1 proton gyroradiu3 (B	 the average thickness at the three locationsL
given above is nearly constant, 143 1 6 9
L o	This also holds true for both
U
l>^
a	
^^
r^
RD's and TD's separately. Statistical distributions of other properties,
such as normal cq^ponents and diaoontinUity-plant angles (w), are
presented,' No obvious relationship was found between w and the 'thickness.
of either TD I a or RD's when widely separated locations are examined..
TNTRODOCTION
Early investigations or the fine-soale variations of the inter-
planetary n ► agr,c fie'd tIF3F') revealed occasional changes in the. direction
of the field that were abrupt on time scales of seconds (Ness at al,,
1966). These features, termed directional disoontlnuities (DD's) by
Durlaga (1969a), ws'r+s doritiod by Durlage , to be changes in field direction
of > 300 in < 30 3eo4 , Statistical studies (Siscoe at al., 196$; Surlag6,
1969a) have shown that DD's are observed near 1 Alat an average rate of
1/hour, The observed DD 0 4 '`Ahave been identified as to type, i.e., either
tangential or rotational discontinuities (TD's or RD's) (Smith, 1973a, b;
M,artita et al- -j 1973; Sol^dynp at al, ,w 1.977; Rurlsga at al, , 1 n77) , with a
predominance of TD'S found in quiet, low-speed solar wind regions.
Although plasma measurements are required in addition to t6o magnetic field
measurements for absolute identification of DD type, most of the DD studies
to date have used only magnetic field data, basing the identification of DD
type on the magnitude of the field component normal to a plane which is
estimated by analysis to be the plane of the discontinuity, observing tale
discontinuities at two or more spacecraft locations can provide additional
useful information (Denskat and Durlage, 1977; Fitzenre3iter, 1979?.
The study df, DD!s in the IMF is important for the batter understanding ,, /1
of fundamerftal plasma processes in the solar wind. RD's are limiting case
Alfveni.c fluctuations, essentially propagating7 kinks in the magnetic field, 	 v
that are probably important as scatterers of cosmic ray particles. '1'D's,
on the other hand, a^a surfaces separatingadjeoent plusma regions having
=fi differently directed „ fields and flow velocity and no components of 6 or V
perpendicular to the surface in itsrama of reference.
	
Thus they are
'. nonpropagating boundaries between d , ferenti plasma regimes in the solar
^..
wind and as such are potential sites of instability.	 There ave questions e
S! concerning both the origin and stability of such structures. 	 Are they	 r
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produced near the sun and then convootod to large heilooentrio distances
essentially unchanged, or are they proouood at all distances in colliding
solar wind stream regions? Are these processes different for RD's and
Ws? In order to answer such questions, the occurrence rate of RD's and
ID's separately an a function of both radial distance from the sun and
location in azimuth relative to the positions of high-speed streams must be
determined.
Investigations to date have found that in regions of enhanced solar
wind speed, an increasing fraction of DD's exhibit the plasma properties Of
outwardly propagating RD's (Solodyna et al., 1977), with approximately
equal ntm ►bers of RD's and TD'a observed in fast streams at 1 AU (Burlaga at
al•, 1977; Neubauer and Earnstorf, 1980; Barnstorf 1980). The first
opportunity to study the 000urrence of DD I ,*,ovar a range of heliooentrio
distance was provided by Pioneer 6 (- )suviaga
-)971). The distance range
covered was limited to 0.83-0,98 AV however, and variations in data
coverage and quality with distance, `together with temporal variability,
made it difficult to accurately assess a radial dependence in occurrence
rate. It was concluded that most if not all M l i originate closer to the
sun than 0.82 AU and do not change appreciably over the distance range of
the Pioneer 6 observations.
Observations by Pioneers 10 and 11 at heliocentric distances between 1
and 8.5 AU (Tourutani and Smith, 1979) extended considerably the study of
the properties of DD 1 z as futiotips of radial distance, The rate of
occurrence was found to vary substantially from day-- . to day and from one
solar rotation to the next. The latter slow modulation is indicative of 
correlation with czhavgiog solar conditions. A clear decrease 14 the rate
of occureoce with  increasing radial distance was found, amounting to 25$
per 0. It was interpreted, however, as ' being possibly only an apparent
variation due'to the failure of increasingly thicker DD's to satisfy the
TsUr,utani and Smith (1979) identification criteria. Results were
interpreted to be consistent with the origination of DD's near the sun and
subsequent convection outward by the solar wind, in agreement with the
UV"W Wo Y" ram	 %W	 on	 s.
J	 „
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The first opportunity to study DD characteristics ovor a wide range of
radial distance inward from 1 AU toward the sun, which is the principal
subject of this paper, was pv *ovided by the Partner 10 spacecraft, which
performed measurements of the IMF and solar wind between 1.0 and 0.46 AU
during the period 3 November 1973 and 14 April 1974 (Dehannono 1 976). The
spacecraft carried a dual triaxi,al fluxgate magnetometer system which has
been described in detail by Seek at al (1977). The calibration techniques
used for this experiment and the accuracy of the data are described
elsewhere (Ness at al., 1974; Lapping at al., 1975), The Mariner 10 DD
i
	
study consists of two major parts: (1) The determination of daily
occurrence rate of DD's over the 5-1/2 month Mariner 10 primary mission
per,, using a computer-automated procedure; and (2) an investigation of
the statistical properties of DD's, including classification as RD's or
TD's, at three different distbnces from the sun using fine-soale (40 ms)
vector data and employing a minimum variance analysis. The study considers
magnetic field data only; solar wind proton measurments were not performed
on itrinur ID. The aiasaifioa}ion of _a DD as ar, RD or 1'D hoe been guided
by the results of an error analysis which Included simulation studies.
These results and their application to F'►ariner 14 have been isaussed in
detail by Lopping0 and Bohannon (1980), henceforth referred to as paper 1.
Subsequent to the Mariner 10 mission, the region of space between 0.3 and 1
AU was surveyed by the Helios 1 and 2 spacecraft. In the Summary and
Discussion section, we compare the Mariner 10 results with those front
Helios (Neubauer and Darnstorf. 1980; garnstorf 1960), as well as with
previous studies at 1 AU (6urlaga, 1971; Eurlaga at al., 1977) and the
Pioneer 10 and 11 results (14urutani and Smith 1979)
a	 o
DD OCCURRENCE RATE: A SURVEY OF DATA
,a
IMF data in the form of 42 s vector averages fir the period. 3 November
1973 to mid April 1974 were examined 'by a computer program for the
automatic identification of' DD's. For purposes of this survey a DD was
defined as a change of at least 30 0
 in field direction in 42 s6 various
checking interrogations are performed in the program to aid in properly
identifying the DD's so that waves with periods near 42 or 84 s are not
mistakenly accepted as DD's, for example. A description of the program is
v^
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given by Sari (1972). Figure 1 gives the results of the automated survey
in terms of the daily average of the number of DD'a per hour as a function
ci
of N, the normalized helio4entric radial distance. Even though them is
considerable scatter in the data, a clear increasing trend with decreasing
heliocentric distance (r) is seen. A least squares fit to these data
Yields N = N o
 WHO 
)-1*310*4  where R. ; 1 AU and No = 1.25. The generality
1
of this expression for 0.46 < r < 1 AU is not known; strictly it holds for
the epoch considered, but possibly indicates the proper quantitative trend
in genoral. No correction was made in this analysis for the azimuthal
speed of the spacecraft, as has been implemented for the Helios analysis
(Barnstorf, 1980) . For Mariner rt'i^^, -why:_ effect on the data would have been
at most only marginal right at perihel vn.
Considerable structure can be seen in the occurrence rate data.
Reference to the magnetic sector polarity pattern included across the top
of the figure su'agests strongly that at least somc, of the structure in the
occurrence rate is related to the large-scale structure of the inter -
planetary medium during this time. A comparison of the disc;.i,tinu4y rAe
with the hourly avera ge field magnitude suggests that the maximum counts
generally occurred during the ,few days immediately following the passage of
compressed fields at the ,leading edges of high speed streams.
	 J
That the DD occurrence rate observed by hariner 10 is structured in'a
a recurring pattern of variations which is related to the magnetic polarity
and field magnitude patterns supports the earlier conclusions of Belcher
and Davis (1971) and ,Ness et al. (1971) that the p!operties of the
interplanetary microstructure are correlated with the large - scalp solar
wind stream structure. The latter study bases the association on the
observations by Burlaga et al. ( 1969b) that magnetic field 'fluctuations
`with periods in the range 1 minute to 1 hour are relate4 ,to the proton
beta, together with observst :ions, of a rise in proton beta with rising flow
speed. This leads to the expectation of quiet fields at low flow speeds
F	 and di-sturbed fields at high speeds. Belcher ( 1 975) also has suggested
that there may be a short-period "clumpiness" to the occurrence rate for a
given type of discontinuity that is related to the large-scale structure.
The Mariner 10 discontinuity data used in the automated preliminary survey
6
I
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Of this section were not separated by type, i.e., by RD or TD
identification.
Also shown at the top of the figure is the „ helipgraphic latitude of
the spacecraft during this mission. One could also argue in this case that
the variation is one with latitude rather than distance. We feel, however,
that it is less likely that the DD occurrence rate would have continuously
increased so systematically in going from northern to,.southern latitudes.
'	 STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF DD'S
Magnetic field data in the form of 1,2 s averages taken during the
i
	
	
separate periods 4- 17 November, 5-12 February, and 3-10 April,
corresponding to the heliocentric distances of 1.0, 0.72, and 0.46 AU,
respectively, were visually surveyed and sets of candidate DD's identified.
Use of a.visual survey approach permitted a degree of flexibility in
interpretation and quality assessment on a case, by case basis that would
require a high level of sophistication in an automated procedure. „Further-
more, it avoided having the selection process deliberately rate-limited.
Broader, slower structures than those permitted by the _criteria of a
direction change of >30 0
 in 30 s (or 42 s), for example, can be admitted
when they appeared to differ from the more rapid directional variations
`
	
only in time scale. Figure 2 includes examples of candidate discontinui-
ties that were narrow (a) and br6 ,U , (b) in time. In principle,„transition
durations up to one minute were allowed, but none exceeding45 s were
found. Also, none"of the cases selected had a rate,of variation that
actually exceeded one degree per second,' although in one case"that rate was
equaled (Figure 2). In addition, a few DD's with discontinuity angle m <
°
	
	 30° were also tentatively selected as candidates when they were exceedingly
smooth and sharply defined.
Principal goals were to determine the type and radial dependence of
	
I
the DD's:..= There existed a relatively stationary stream and magnetic sector
pattern during the 0.72 and 046 AU observations, and there- :was an attempt
to study the same regions of the corotating structure in each case The
0.72 AU period was bounded at the start,jby the Venus'ercounter, thus making
L
7.,
tie total time In that interval about half of that at 1,0 AU * At the other
end'; the 0,46 AU data plriod was limited by the end of the primary mission
data coverage, and Was approximately equal in length to the 0.72 AU period."
Initially 750 DD's were iodividually identified', all of Which were
subsequently analyzed by the Sonnerup-Cahill. (1967) minimum variance
method. This Is a mean&of estimating the discontinuity plane normal
along which the difference vectors (At within the discontinuity Zoo* have
minimum variation, where at	 ti
 - di >#	 "final" and where di>
is the average field across the zone (see Figure 6 of' Burlags, et al.,
1977)• In the case of an ideal TD O all of t4e k t $ lie in the
discontinuity plane; this is not the case for an RD, which has a constant
component normal to the discontinuity plane. For both types, 691 lies in
the discontinuity plane. .hat separates the ideal definition frqr,,'i(IN
actuality in these definitions is the existence of field flt^t Z,,,yations near
and within the DD that occur on time scales associated with the scale
length : of the DD itself but. having magnitude changes usually- &A -11 oomp-a-red
to the discontinuity component changes (see Paper I).
The minimum variance analysis was applied to 40 "143 field measurements,
and for each event variou• characteristics of the discontinuity were
estimated, such as:
B the average 'field magnitude -<jtj> across the DD;
wo	 the angle in the discontinuity plane from the first to last
vector observed within the current sheet;
1
type, TD or RD;
t.	 the thickness of the transition zone (i,e., the current sheet)
G
along the fi-direction;
+No	 the longitude of the DD normal, and
eNo	
the latitude of the DD normal in a spacecraft centered 3019P
I
o
vy
equatorial plane coordinate system, where
	
s 0'4' 16 toward the t;^
sun and poaitiva o in "northward"
`^^ Bn )	 the absolute value of the average of	 4 estimated normal
component across the DD;
o
j a ► 	 the discontinuity cone angle between the normal direction
<
(defined as the A-direction) and <9>; i, e,, S = cos'!,(^D^/6)
oDn ,	 the rms deviation of the normal component across the DD;
X2A3 , the ratio. of'the intermediate to the minimum eigenvalue of the
N variance ellipsoid From the minimum variance analysis (see
Sonnerup and Cahill, 1967); this ratio is a partial, measure of
how well the minimum variance plane is determined; and
((c a-,	 the ma _ deviation of the magnitude H of the field mamas the DD$ i	 ,..
The above quantities will be estimated and summarized in statistical
distribution form separately, where applicable, for 1D s s and HD's and for
the three locations:
	 140, 0.72, and 0.46 AU.
	 Since unreasonably large
errors in the estimate of the DD normal occur when w < 300
 and/or X 2/X3:;
c2.0 (Paper 1), we consider only those cases where w > X30	 and xyx	 > 2.0, 3
which decreases the 750 trial gases to 644 cases to be collectively
' studied.
Figure 3 shows the percent distributions of the resulting eigenvalue
ratios for the three chosen locations, which are the minimum, maximum and
mid-positions of the spacecraft„in heliocentric radial distance ' (r) during
.F the principal part of its mission. 	 The three distributions are similar,
approximating a portion of a normal curve, and showing that a small
minority of cases lie above A /a
	 = 10. 'We see that the number of DD's per2	 3
` position increases rather markedly as r decreases, especially considering,
that 14 9
 7-1/3	 and 8 days of data were inspected for r 	 1.0, 0.72, and
0.46 AU	 respectively.	 This finding is qualitatively consistent with the y
occurrence rate result from the automated survey described above.
v ^,	 1
r-  	 ,
Figure 4 gives the percent distributions of the relative normal
component, (Bn (/D, for the three locations. Reg,ardloes of the fact t hat
many more DD's occur at 0,46 than at 1,0 AU, the dist.iributionn are vory
aimilar. The discontinu ity
 cone angl e
 R[x cos' 1 (]Bn ^/0)3 is alRO a own at
the bottom of the figure. According to a DD sir ulft1+ie 1 study ( Paper ) a
reasonable value of 8 to use for se parating di3oO0t1A4Uv6 by, type
72.50 (or lgnl /b x 0.3), with a o95$ probability that RD's lie to t 	 right
of that value ( g < 72.50 ) for the Mariner 10 data ' set, ,,
In this study we shall classify the DD ' s oocordtpa to type by this
criterion and study them separately, especially with - expect to their r
dependence. Notice that Figure u tells us that a maximum estimate of the
ratio of TD's to RD's in the regions investigatedwas approximately unity
(1.3, 1.2 and 0.79 at r) 1.0, 0.'72 and 0.46 AV, respectively, within
roughly the same recu ) rent sector region), i.e.; if all events to the left
of 0 = 72.5 ere assumed to be TD's. It was found that' the` ' overall ratio of
TD's to RD 's ( for the some assumption) increased fo! incre4,*-Ang r as the
E minimum allowed eigenvalue ratio A 
2 3/A was increased from 2 to b i.e. " as.. 
we became more restrictive. ('4', , 7 ,4s, of course, unreasonably restrictive.
Another simple disarim nat can be applied to help separate TD"s and
RD's which involves the cha ge
	 field magnitude, or fluctuations in
magnitude, across the disc tinu y, as measured by 
o f/F defined in 1 gore
5,, The figure shows a sca ^ter diagram of a F/F versus s for the 1.0 AV
data. Ideally, RD's in a iearly thermally isotropic solar wind should have
no field magnitude change a rpss the transition zone. Hence, we choose to
restrict RD's atu
 1.0 AV arbitIfarily (based loosely on the eF/F
distribution) to those with uF/F < 0.09; this upper bound is shown to
Figure 5 as a horizontal line. The vertical line at R = 72.5 0 is the 1D-RD
separation line previously discusaed. The top-left box (n ; 10) contains
"RD" cases which we will discard as being too poor in quality to retain.
The bottom-left box (n = 62) consists of "clean" RD I;, i.e., high quality
cases. Likewise the top-right boxy
 (n _ 29) consists of "clean'" TD's, and
bottom-rigkit box (n = 62) is composed of, ,a mixture of TD 1 3 and kp0 3, but
probably predominantly TD`S as previous study has shown, at least at '1 AU'
(Burlaga, 1971)	 If, for instance, the population of clean RD's is
f
0 
3
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distributed uniformly in o, as the figure seems to Imply for 15 0 C p C
Me (and so the bottom panel of Figure 4 also shows, to a good approxl-
motion), then there, are 1.08 RD's per otgree of p. Used on thie
assumption for e11 6 there is expected to be 19 RD's in the mixed
(bottom-right) bo y , which is 31% of the total number of mixed cases.
r
l In a later discussion of the relhtive numbers of We and TD',s, we
shall use the above estimate to specify a lower limit on the 'TDAD ratio.
For purposes of separately :studying the statistical prOo, , AOA of the two
.	 types of disoontin.tities, however, we shall simply assume that all DD',
with 0 > 72450 are TD's, since we are unable to identif fs;e r specific DD's,,
in the mixed set which are in foot RD's, It should, ho"Ver, be kept in
mind that some unknown fraction of these "mixed' DD's, possibly as-large as
31% in the case of the 1 AU data, could in reality be RD's. This dilemma
would not be resolved by excluding from consideration all case-,% falling
within an "uncertainty band" of 0 oentered , on 72.50 or extending from s
72.50 to some lower value. Since there is no a priori reason why "RD's
3hv{,ld hpve V".T :a,vtr. V a "3aecr Of -'0 .; and =the- t;easurer.ents - -s!! lggeit that they -do.
not, such an exclusion of cases would most certainly discriminate against
RD's and thus would bias the estimation of the relative numbers of each
type. If the only objective is to study properties of` PD's and TD's
separately with no concern for relative abundances, then such an exclusion
could produce sets which are more purely-RD's or TD's. The purity of the
TD set in particular will,,always be questionable, however. It°should be
noted that there is also a chance that; a small number of cases falling into
the, lower ,left- gland box of Figure 5 could actually be TD ' s as a result of
the effect of a variation in field magnitude within some of the DD's on the
minimum variance analysis:;results (see Paper 1). Simulation studies have
shown that a small fraction (no more than 2%) of the total cases in which
TD's have been erroneously identified as RD's due to field magnitude
variation can get through the i y/a3 and a F/F screening mechanisms to
Q)
contaminate the results. Since the estimated number of cases involved is
so small, we shall { Pglect this additional potential source of error in our
statistical s ,dad ies.
Figure 6 is similar to , Figure 5 except that in this case r = 0.72, AU.
QJ
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here /^ he upper bound on OF/F for clean RD's was chosen to be 0,,Q55 # i.e.
the 0.72 AV RD-candidate set 40 slightly less magnitude varlaKlUty than
the 1 AV set. In most general rehpect3 Figure 5 ► 3 cowjents hold for Figure
6 ­*3 well, Again, ,, if' RD's are distributed uniformly in 0 (Justified over
the domain 0 < a < 72-50 by the center panel of. Figure 4), there should be
27 (or 41%)in the mixed, bottom-right, box of Figure 6. Figure 7 shows
coniparable results for the 0,46 AU position, where there is estimated to'bq
42 RD's in the mixed b1ix, i.e c` o 471. Notice also that there was a -larger
proportion of large vF/F ID cases ( arrows at top-right) than for the 1.0 or
0.72 
AV 
sets, and the candidate RD 13 were intermediate in magnitude
variability, where the clean RD upper bound on OF/F was chosen to be 0.07.
If one calculates the ratio of the number 0,TD 0 3 (full set) to the number
of clean RD's, one obtains 1.5, 1,2 and 0.86 for 1.0, 0.72 and 0.46 AV*
respectively, indica{'ing possibly a significant trend in radial occurrence
rate with respect to type. This trend is qualitatively maintained even it
only clean TD 0 3 and clean RD 1 3,tire used, except each ratio is decreased by
a factor of A 3, but this is probably not a reasonable means of eatir-latirg
this ratio. When the upper limit estimates on the numbers of RD's are used
(i.e., using assumption or uniform distribution of RD's per degree of p for
ail 0), the respective ratios of TD 1 3 to RD's become 0.89, 0.66 and 0.43,
lower than the first set by a factor of o2, but maintaining approximately
the same trend. [Notice that; 'the assumption of a uniform distribution of
RD's over 0 does not hold quite as well at 0.46 AU, aT^the top panel of
Figure 4 indicates.] Of' additional in l ' ,erest in this 11miting case is the
facet that the estimated number of TD's remains nearly constant at the three
locations (N = 72, 76 and 78, respectively; although recall that the number
of days at each location is different), 30 that Most Of the change in the
ratio TD'3 to RD's with decreasing.radial distance is caused by an increase
in the number of RD's.
Figures 8 and '§ present the distributions of longitude (#N) and
latitude (e N ), respectively, of the DD normals with respect to type,
location, and quality ("clean" or not). The figures also give the average
field direction.# d$,q a <9>, where the average was computed from the
measurements within the DD transition'lone for all of the events. Both the
# N and e distribution sets are rather broad # probably due to theN
12
variability of the average field direction on a fine time shale, and
therefore interpretation is diffidult, but some salient features are worth
(( mentioning.	 First, we discuss the #N distributions for the RD's.	 With the
^I exception of the 1.0 AU set, the distributions pgak near an average of the
#s and the radial directions, which is not unreasonable for the<W
propagation direction of steepened Alfvn waves ( Denskat and Burlaga, 1977;
i see also review by Behannon and Burlaga, 1980, and references the0ein).
Mat the "clean" peak in ; N tends to shift clockwise for ;incressing r for
the 0.46 and 0.72 AU cases is of questionable significance.] 	 The exception
at 1.0 AU may be due to a combination of some TD contamination plus poorer
statistics than the other sets. 	 The TD ,#N distributions are reasonably
I
well behaved in that they tend to have peaks approximately perpendicular to 1	 '
4<> with the puzzling exception of the clean TD set at 0.46 AU, which very
likely is due to field variability for part of the set. 	 Recall that
- ideally a TD normal must be perpendicular , to its transition zone field.
The 6N distributions are less interesting, showing mainly th6-^ they
are approximately symmetric about the solar equatorial plane and usually
symmetric about the a< > direction for both `, ypes.	 The TD a
	
distribu-
tions, however, ,show a tendency to possess 	 hii ► 	 (+1-) ineT ^
J
hations, i.e.,
a
!	 " they infrequently lie in a plane parallel to th \ olar equatorial plane;
' this is not as trus for the RD distributions.
r3
^^1
Distributions of w, the discontinuity	 ane angle	 are ,given i p	 ^	 n Figure
10 in the usual format.	 The broadness of the distributions is quite
=evident.	 The depletion of cases at small w is obviously in part a
selection effect	 whereby DD's with small w's were either deliberately, or
unconsiously ignored in the initialr^visua :l ;identification procedure. k
•	 «, Therefore, the average w's, <w>, shown in the figure are of relative
' importance only.	 The RD's are , !clean" cases and the TD's are all those
^	
,	
y DD's where 0 > 72.5°.
	 Z 'he most obvious property of these distributions is
that for a given type <w5 is independent of r.	 The 10° difference in <w>.
between-the TD's and RD. j s is probably statistically significant. 	 Consider,
for example, the 1.0 A61N ase where RMS M Is 38.5 0 for RD's and 32.20 for'
r TDIs for NRD = 62 and NTD = 91(See Table 1). 	 This yields	 4.90 a
and 3.40 jor the RD's and TD's, respectively, or a net pythagorean mean NI
k 13 z
Cs
ooviutiotl of 6.00 9 loss than the 100 ditforenoo in W.	 The not error tot,
the 0,72 AU set is likewise 5#1	 and foV,-,0,.46 AU 10 is 4.40 ($oa T*0,4
The 100 difference In tho <0 1 3
 
is apparently due to the near absence or
TO' 
I 
a with . 150 < W"< 1800 , as compared to then! RD distribution, 	 There does
not appoor to ben sioipjo ox planation for this difference, 4nle33 it is
h3sooiatod with oomparative orroru in estimating w for the difforont typos
That is, for & true TD, or An RD that appear* to ba, a TD . (through error in
the normal estimation) v the w-eistimato will be accurate Qtr Undere3tiolated.
Conversely, for a TO thati, through orror, appears to b6an RD an over-
estimated w will occur.	 For an RD that can be identift4d as an RD, but
,a norpial o6i►ip000nt, the estimated w may be larger orwith oil Inacourat
smaller depending oil the sign of tho error on the normal aompollent 4	The
not orroot would likely be the positive 100 (or whatever) 0itforence shown
in Vigure 10.	 It tjjJ4 is theo onoo, It is not noteworthy, but the
con aintollt result for W tot" tile three locations is still thought provokIns,
not surprising that they' most probable w, wM and <0 Are P 600 rot, the
-ID-3,	 31L ai TD I s are	 *at -stablaw -0 1U, V) V 900 0400 -1963, 4ur1,a 0	 'T
and It to 	and <w> are on avurugo uOddrostiolabod by 10	 or 30	 the results
are in roasopablo ugreepient, with theory.
We now consider 4 more physically interesting property of then Wao
their,
 thioktioa'ses.	 In ordar to ostimate the thickness of an interplanetary
dip000tinvityo it is vi000ssat y to know: 0) the speed at which it is
oonvoctod past the spaceoPUft(i (2) the attitude of the discontinuity plane,
1.o.,	 Its normal	 (3) the passage intarval t -and ( 11) it an AD	 the ptlopm
valooity relative to the solar wind ,.	 The third entity Is usually
well-dotorminad and the second Is otima-tad t but with aonsidei ablo error on
ooa4sioo.	 Sinoo solar wind proton data was not nVoIlliblU On this MiSSi011o
the solar wind speed was ostumoa to be
 400 kni/a at all three locations.
This is as reasonable 'assumption, since the data sots were not associated
with high speed regions	 .Also, the available multi-of Harlitior 10
aleatron nna1lysjs lend support to this assLouption (Souddftr and (Abort-,
1979),	 Ilia pol&t,,Jvo spoods of propagating discontinuities (RD's) were also
unknown, but expected to be quite small relative to bulk flow sp4odo and
therefore were neglected it) this study, 	 The resulting discontinuity
thickness d atr4butions are shown in Figure 11. 	 In all oases, the
rr
thickness is the distance across the current sheet cw Pp WOX the
discontinuity transition zone in the direction normal to the disco'nt nuity
plane. Again the RA I s are "clean„ cases and thq TD's are all those OD's
*_S ere 6 > 72.5° •
	
0
_ AV a given location, <0 is similar for the TD and RD distributions;'
the slight differences are not statistically significant as fables 1, 2 # 3,
row 3 indicate, when RFIS/A is determined. The most marked feature of the
distributions is the strong trend for <0 to increase with increasing
{	 radial distance independent of type; 1,200 km, 1,600 km, and 2000 km for
M
	
	 0.46, 0.72 and 1.0 AU respectively'. Also when that small percentage of
cases with Y > 56,000 km are ignored, the TD distributions are, at all
locations, narrower than the RD distributions, even though <0 is
approximately equal for both types at a given location. The RD
distribution at 1.0 AU is especially broad, pons bly^ ,^ ue in part to	 ;^
marginal statistics. The strong variation of thickness with radial
distance front the sun obtained in this analysis could not have resulted
artificial.:y from our assumption of a oonstant solar wind spend throughout.
Assvaii,ng 400 km/s to be correct at 1 AU, to force the observed effect the
average speed would have had to have been 533 km/s at 0.72 ' AU and 900 km/s
at 0.46 AU, for the same average thickness at the three locations. If, on
the other hand, 400 km / s was the correct speed at 0.72 AU, average speeds
C	
of 300 km/s at 1 ' AU and 675 km/s at 0.46.AU would have been required. Such	 (
9
'large-scale radial speed gradients are unrealistic. , Smaller errors are
undoubtedly introduced by our simple constant speed assumption.
Specifically, use of an estimated constant speed, instead of the actual
w local speed for each DD, must be partially responsible for the broadness of
the thickness distributions. However, accounting for such errors would not
significantly alter the resulting average or most probable value for the
thickness distributions,
Figure 11 shows that there is adeorease in average DD thickness of s
40s between 1.0 and 0.72 AU, and o 54% between '1.0 and 0.46 AU. This
decrease of average thickness as r decreases is in qualitative agreement
with Pioneer 10 observations between 1 and 8.5 AU (Tsurutani and Smith,
1979)	 When the -thickness estimate is normalized with respect to the
^J
estimated local proton gyroradtU3 (R 4) for each event separately, however,
the average thickness (Th) 
for, 
each of the six distribtons (i.e., for all
r and boar types) is nearly cn^ stant, 43 1 6 RL , as Tables 1, 2, and 3, row
4, indicate. 	1'
Th'e estimate of the local gyroradius that was used in each case was
computed from
RL C
	
(2  V, ?i'6
e B
	
p e
'B
(T)1/2
o';4.e., RL = (constant)
B
{	 where V was assumed to be the proton thermal speed, and where the proton
mass, nrp , the speed 	 light, c, the unit of electron charge, e, and
r[	 Boltzman ' s constant, k, as well 
'a
s
 scaling factors, have all been absorbed
into the constant factor. 	 For the temperature, values from the one fluid
i
nodel of Whang and Chang ( 1965) were used, ranging From 0 . 6x105 o  at 1 AU
to - 1.	 oK at 0.46 AU'. The gyroradius correspondingly varies fr om 330/B
to 480/B,11(in km) over the same range, where B is the average field
magnitude tin nT". For example, for B 6 and 20 nT at 1 and 0.46 AU,
respectively, values of R
L 54 and 24 km are o'ptained for the two
distance$. Use of a different temperature: model would ,obviously change the
results to some extent, but since the temperature dependence of R h is a
u
weak one, the result is not changed appreciably. For example, by using the
proton temperature distance dependence in the two fluid ruodel of Hartle and
Barnes (1970), a similar constancy in thickness (normalized by R L), over the
three locations was obtained as with the estimates based on the one- fluid
Td—Z-1—Of whan and Chang
 
(1965)g
f	 a	 ^o
Tale 's  1, 2 and 3 also give a statistical summary of other variogs
relevant physical^­ propert es of the DD's according to r and type,
An attempt was made-to find a possible relationship beYeen
1110/1
discontinuity thickness i and the size of the discontinuity ° angle w. A
f	 16
_r
J
greet deal of scatter in T across the full range of w was found at all
three locations ," The results are summarized in Figure 12 in the form of
averages over 200 intervals of w. The vertical bars associated with each
of these moon values express the scatter ( uncertainty) of the thickness
data in that w interval in terms of°the standard deviation of the T values
	
about the mean divided by Ao where N is the number of values within tLe 	 {
interval. As can be seen, no obvious general relationship exists between T
	
and w.
	
tt_
SU4ARY AND DISCUSSION OF OBSERVATIONS
We provide here a brief summary of the results in the order that they
were presented:
1. The average number of DD's per day decreases with increasing
helioaentria distance (r), with large variability, and is
—1.26 t 0.4
approximately described by Rate 1.25 x
	
(Figure 1).
2. To as first approximation, the distributions of the ratios of
'intermediate do minimum eigenvalues 0, 24,) are normial and rather
broad, and appear independent of r. (Figure 3)
The relative normal component (B n/B) distributions are similar for
the three locations of interest (i.e,, at 1.0, 0.72 and 0.46 AU),
and, for a simple partition value of B n/B = 0^3, the ratio o#' the
TD r s to RD's for these, locations i"s 1,3, 1.2 and 0.79,	 j
respectively (Figure 4).
4,When aF/F versus $ is used in conjunction with tin/6 = 0.3 as a
^j
discriminator of TD's and RD's, the upper limit for the ratio of
the number of ID's to the number of RD's becomes 1.5 o 1.2, and
0. 66 for 1.0, 0,72 and 0.46 AU respeotively; (Figures 5, 6, 7),
Assuming a uniform distribution of RD's per degree of F, the
discontinuity cone angle, yields lower limi t , estimates for these
ratios of 0.85, 0.56, and 0.43, for the respective locations, but
the prc tportionaal change with r is similar to the upper limit
1
a	 17	
,.
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The distributions of the longitudes of the TD normals (ih ) tend to
have peaks approximately perpendicular to the average field for
the "full" sets, as expected, but are broad. The longitude
distributions for "clean" RD's are also broad with peaks near' an
average of the radial and long-term average field longitude
directions for the 0.46 and 0.72 AU positions. Also the peak for
these two distributions tends to shift clockwisefor increasing r.
(Figure 8).
	
<,6.
	 The distributions of the latitudes of the normals (0 N ) are
i	 approximately synnietric about the solar equatorial plane and
usually symmetric about the long—terns field latitude direction for
both TD's and RD's. The TD distributions, however, show a
tendency to possess either a high or low inclination, especially
for the "full" sets. (Figure 9).
7. The discontinuity angle (w) distributions are independent of r for
a given type, giving <0 a 900 for RD's and <0 = 800 for TD's.
,.Even though these distributions are broad this difference in <0
by type is% sgnificant. There is a near absence of TD's wAh 1500
< w < 180o
'(Figure° 10).
	 u
8. The average DD thickness <T> increases markedly with increasing r-.)
x1200, x1600, and o2700 km at 0.46, 0.72, and 1,0 AU, respec-
tively, independent of type, and the distributions of T are broad
at all locations. The TD distributions are slightly narrower than
the RD distributions when those cases where T ? 56,000 km are
ignored	 (Figure 11).
9. when the DD 'thicknesses are normalized with respect to Chef local
protbin gyroradius ( TL) for each event separately, the average
thickness for all r and both types is nearly constant at 43 ± 0
proton Syroradii. (See Tables 1, 2 and B, row 4).
x
LjI
A
N
N
10. ho obvious general relationship exists between T and w (Figure
j
Allowing for the ambiguities and variabilities mentioned in the
Introduction and diussion of figures (e.g., occasional uncertainty of
type and time varia 714ity of DD sample) , we will assume that this summary
of observations reasonably represents ,average characteristics for the
region 0.46 < r < 1 * 0 AU, independent of longitude ubout the sun, during
the time of the hiriOOP 10 Observations (Dec. 1973 —A pril 1974).
It 
is 
of great interest to compare the Mariner 10 DD results with
those 
Of studies based 
on 
data from other spacecraft. Of particular
interest is an intercompari3on between Mariner 10 and Helios V-eUlt3, since
the Mariner 10 heliocen6^c distance range was included Within the Helios I
and ?ranges,. which eaten' 
	 from I AU to 0.31 and 0.29 AU, respectively.
As will be shown in the 
f 
llpwing discussion, there 13 considerable general
agreement but also poin" of ^lsagreement -between the two -sets v-f resat s.
The, ,differenOe3 are not completely understood, although undoubtedly some of
them are attributable to (a) different event selection techniques (manual
selection for Mariner 10, Machine selection for Helios), (b) different
numbers of events in the &,^ati'StiO3 (a total of 644 DD 1 3 in the Griner 10
set, and 1427, in some Cases even more, in the Helios set); (a) different
time periods of data ooverage , (Helios 1 launched Dec. 10, 1974 and Helios
2, Jan. 15, 1976 compared with the Dec. 19, 1973 — April 1974 period for
the M&riner 10 study); (d) different latitude coverage as a function of
solar longitude, which can make a difference since there is a dependence of
the occurrence (and possibly other properties) of DD's on V Sw (136rnstorf,
1960); and V Sw varies not only with longitude but also can vary markedly
with latitude; and (e) closer approach to the sun by the Helios spacecraft
than the 0.46 AU perihelion of Mariner 10. Most of these points apply to
comparisons with data from other spacecraft as well as with those front
Helios.	 ft
Concerning point (a), we shall not discuss our selection procedure
further here t except to emphasize that we believe it gives better qu&lity
control on events selected (i.e. * it provides certainty with regard to the
19
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detailed appearance of the events) at the sacrifice of number of events
(i.e., some events must unquestionably be overlooked), as implied iih point
(b).	 Although no constraints were placed on the rate of ohango of the
field for the Mariner 10 study, none of the events we selected violated the0
tightest rate—limiting constraint generally used in automatic selection,;
i.e., one degree per second was the slowest rate allowed.
The frst'item in our results summary on the decreasing DD occurrence
rate with increasing heliocentric distance (r) 'implies either that DD's are
generated closer to the sun than 0.IN6 AU and appear to decrease in number
with increasing r due to their s:^ial distribution as they travel outward " 	 "`
or that the ratio of,,generation rata to disappearance rate becomes smaller
as r increases.	 It is eonceiv gible that both possibilities are operative.
between 1 and 8 . 5 AU, Pioneers 10 and 11 also found a decreasing rate of
occurrence with increasing distance (Tpur6iani and Smith, 1979).
	
Large	 si
variations from day to day and even Tram solar rotation to solar rotation
were found, but the results implied on averag	 25% per AU.; radial gradient;
hariner 10 found a decrease of 66% from 0.46 to 1.0 AU.
	
As indicated
earlier, for this part of the study, hariner 10 slso used an automatic
selection procedure.
	 Extending the best fit power law (Figure 1) predicts
a pero'^ ^t rate of decrease which reduces for each 1 AU range, with a
decrease of o, 14% being predicted for the range 8 to 9 AU.
	
The average for
the 8 1—AU intervals between 1 and 9 AU is found to be 28%, not very
different from the average 25%`gradient derived from the Pioneer
observations. 
Also Helios 1 and 2 found a decrease in average occurrence rate with
increasing distance ( 6arnstorf, 1980), but With somewhat smaller overall
variation than seen by hariner 10
	
Note that the Helios data were
corrected for azimuthal spacecraft s peed relative to the rotational speed
of the sun.	 This correction increases the count rates, most markedly near
the sun.	 Helios 1 found a decree from ?.4 to 1. 4 DD's/hour between s0.3
and 1 AU, and for Helios 2 the gate decreased from 2.6 to 1.2.
	
This gives
percent rates of decrease of 42 % and 54t0 respectively, over the ranges of v^
observation.	 Thus it appears that a decrease in occurrence with distance
has been observed by all deep space probes with which DD's have been
R
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studied, although the rate varies with time and radial distance.
Tsurutani and Smith (1979) concluded that the decrease in rate found
by Pioneer 10 could have been a selection effect related to the observed
increase in thickness with distance. That is not as likely to have been
the case for Helios or Mariner 10, since generally thinner structures are
observe [/inward from 1 AU, and thus they usually would not exceed a fixed
maxima►/1thickness selection criterion appropriate for 1 AU. The physical
imp cations of an occurrence rate decrease with greater distance =from the
31 will be discussed in the concluding remarks.
The second item in our results summary (A 2/X3 independent of r)
indicates that the degree to which one may define a discontinuity plane for
a DD is on average independent off" r. This has not yet been studied
separately for TD's and RD's.
	 0
r?
V
The Helios results offer the only possibility for direct comparison of
relative normal component diatributions Ottmary items 3 ' and 4).	 In order
to compare the Mariner 10 DD's by percentage of type (i.e., TD's vs. RD's)
with the results Of Helios (Barnstorf, 1980), we now split up the distri-
bution of Bn/<B> by leaving out an "uncertainty band" over the domain 0.3
Bn/<B> < 0.7, as was done in the Helios study.
	 Then considering the
number of cases for which Bn/<B> < 0.3 (which we generally classify as TD's
and which constitute the primary peak in the distribution), we find that
there is a combined total fraction (for all r) for Mariner 10 of 49$, or
separately 56%, 55%, and 44% for r o 11.0 0
 0.72 and 0.46 AU, respectively. x
These values are to be compared with 40% for Helios (for all r). 	 Simi-
larly, comparing the fractions with Bn/<B> > 0.7, we have 24% for the
hariner 10 total, and 18 g , 23% and 28% separately at 1.0, 0.72 and 0.46 AU,
compared with a 32% total for Helios.	 This gives the ratios (% < 0.3)/% > s
0.7) = 1.25 for helios compared with 2.04 for the Mariner 10 total data and
3.11, 2.39, and 1.57 for the three Mariner 10 locations separately. Thus,
at all distances Mariner 10 found relatively fewer cases of large relative
normal DD's that could be interpreted with certainty as RD's. Further,
Mariner 10 saw a 57% increase in Bn/<B> > 0.7 cases betkeen 1 AU and 0.416
`.	 AU (relative to 1 AU), and a 21$ decrease in B n /<B> < 0.3,'consistent with
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our previous conclusion that the ratio no. TD's /no. RD's increased for
in0reasi^^ r.	 ,
The ratios given above Are to be compared with the TD/RD ratios
determined simply on the basis of using B
n
/<B> s 0.3 as a partition
boundary ( item 3 in our summary) ov with a F/F vs O', -Used as a discriminator
(item 4), which gives sf1lghtly higher values that range from 1.5 to 0.86
for r	 1.0 to 0.46 AU. 	 The result in 'iterr, 3 is indirect evidence that
the relative number of TD's to RD 1 3„decreases as ' r decreases. If, indeed,
the DD's are generated primarily near the sun,, this observation implies
that RD ' s disappear more easily than TD 1 3 on average. Item 4 Confirms this
supposition,, where a more strict discrimination was used in determining
type. Although different criteria were used for Helios, a refined ratio of
the number of TD' s to the number of RD' s = 2.0 was determined for those
observations (for all N), where again TD's were defined for Bn/<B> < 0.3.
For RD R s it was required that BnT<B> > 0.5 must hold and, in addition, two
angles a and a'(whioh are function- of ^, 1; sp^,N had to fall within
certain ranges; specifically; 300<aa<600 , 00<s<300 , and 1500<0 < 1800 , where ez,
tan-1
 ( 4 	^ v ^/^ ^),	 _ cos-1 (P (v
	 1	 029 and
1/p12tP2• where; the subs^:ripts 1 and 2 denote the two sides of ;a DD.
	 j
In DD survey studies at 1 AU using Explorer 43 measurements, burlaga
et al. ( 1977) determined no. TD's /no. RD's 2.8, assuming that BN < 2 nT
identifies TD's and B  > 3 n T signifies RD's at 1 AU. For w > 30 , there
were 122 of the former and 43 of the latter, for a total of 165 DD's.
Those authors felt that their determination was not unambiguous, however,
since oases with small, w (< 300) were excluded from the study. As
indicated earlier, sudh, j an exclusion is a practical necessity, since for w
< 300 the errors in estimated normals become unacceptable large. In a,
previous study, 'Burlaga (1971) concluded that X 25% of his oases could be
RD's. Belcher and Solodyna ( 1975) concluded that > 75% of their cases were
RD's. Subsequently, Solodyna et al. ( 1977) have found that TD's dominate
in lows velocity solar wind and RD's dominate in tf sgh velocity wind. This
is consistent /^ith there being (relatively) fewer RD's in the Mariner 10
data set than in the Helios set, since the three Mariner 10 intervals were
selected to correspond to predominately moderate speed solar wind, whereas
22
the Helio observations were taken during both low and high speed solar Mind
periods.	 t
	
r	 The next DD property which we studied was the or+entation of the DD
normala (items 5 and 6 in the summary) expressed in terms of longitude
angle, #N, and latitude angle, 8H. The Mariner 10 # H distributions show
that TD normals are most likely to be orientod peependiy'ular t to the
long-tern mean magnetic field. (On a short time scale this must be true
ideally for a TD.) `,'This result is in agreement with both. Helios
(Barnstorf, 1980) and 1 AU observations ('Hurlaga et al., 1977). The
	
k	 hariner 10 distributions show that there is also a tendency for the normals
in some cases to be nearly parallel to the long-term mean field, viz., the
secondary peak in the +N distributions. The RD ; N 's were found to be more
broadly distributed"in all cases i.e., more nearly isotropically distri-
buted near 1 AU (Mariner 10 and 1 AU results of hurlaga et al., 1977), but
with a tendency to become more peaked along the mean field direction nearer
4
the sun (Mariner 10 and Helios), it is possible that the smaller secondary
r peak., near the mean field direction, in the Mariner 10 01 TD11 distributions is
partially due to contamination of the TD's by some fraction of small normal
RD's.
As ,stated earlier ' there is nothing particularly noteworthly about the
O N 
distributions. They indicate that the normals tended to lie on average
nearer to the solar equatorial plane than perpendicular to it (with the
exception of the 1 AU TD's, where the most probable value was ,A 500). The	 j
RD's show again a tendency toward a more isotropic distribution than the
TD's. In these characteristics there is general agreement with the 1 AU
results of Burlage et „al. (1977) and the Helios results (Barnstorf, 1980).
The Helios measurements, ;however, gave a 8N distribution for RD's with most
probable 6N 0 0  and-with a symnietry gbout Oo not found
,,
 in the other-
observations.
	
pry
Our study of the discontinuity angle w (summary item 7) shows that w
is independent of r for both ND's and TD's. The Helios results have
confirmed that conclusion. The latter results have suggested, however,
that there is a dependence on the macrostructure of the It+X., There is a
23
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relatively wide range of values for (w > among the results of the various DD
studies, with the highest average val wks being those from Mariner 10. A
comparison of the respective distributions suggests that for Mariner 10
there were relatively fewer oases with 300 < w < 40°. A large fraction of
the cand idate/Ul s with w in that range were found to have 1 2A 3 < 2, which
disqualified them from consideration, ass was the cane for almost all
`"candidates ' with w < 300. Also, in some of the other DD investigations the
angle studied was;, aotually the angle of rotation of the total field across
the DD, which is" identically equal to w for ideal TD 4 s but less than c) for
_RVs. This would contribute to a smaller average value than would be
determined for w ► .
The final DD property of intep(( 3t was the thickness, both in km (t)
and ion la radii (gi b) and ite variation with r. The Mariner 10
thicknesses ° in km (summary item 8) are generally consistent with the Helios
TD results. However, where Mariner 10 found the RD thicknesses to be
comparable to those of the TD's, Helios found RD 's
 
to, have almost double'
the averr,6^e thickness of the TD13. In terms of g , oradii (summary item 9),
a value of tL » 43 f G R h is estimated for both t%%r^s of DD 1 3 and all r for
Mariner 10, compared with 47 Rb for Helios for a ?;;jb", lar composite data
set. Some of the difference in results for T may be s ue to the assumption
Of a Constant VSw = 400 km/s in
,
 the Mariner 10 analysis, but perhaps more
likel y it is due to the differences in selection procedures. As indicated
eariier,' ' there was no discrimination against broad structures in the
Mariner 10 DD selection. It is of interest to note that these current
sheets are thinner (in km) by an order of magnitude or more than the
heliographic current sheet observed bylielios 1 on "sector boundary"
,	 crossings (beh4,1ii6n et a;., 1 980) '.
.
What can be concluded from these results? The Mariner 10 observations
have confirmed that the solar wind is interlaced throughout with current
sheets both in the form of static structures and discrete waves (RD's),
(The latter are found to be present in significant numbers.) These
discontinuities are important as scatterers of cosmic rays and they are
known „ to influence geomagnetic activity. The 'decrease in occurrence rate
with increasing heliocentric distance first observe"y Mariner 10
J
(behennon, 1976) has been confirmed by the Helios 1 and 2 spacecraft and
probably also by Pioneer 1. ,0 and 11. This result suggests that either the
DD's are unstable or there exists a geometric effect in the spsti^i^l
distribution oi' DD's, that produces the observed gradient. The fact that DD
thickness in km is found to increase as r increases but remain* approxi-
mately constant in units of gyroradii implies that the current sheets are
quasistationary, with the structure determined by the proton drift current
That this appears to be true for both TD's and RD's suggests that RD' s
a
	
	
may not be simply the smoothly continuous tail of the Alfyen wave distribu-t
ion, but may be distinct entitiies. The result that w is independent of r
is also coneidtent"with stability, or, if there is an instability
operative, it is not the Kelvin-Helmholtz instability.
One is led to conclude that the most likely explanation for the
dependence of occurrence rate on r is a geometric one and is related to the
expansion of the solar wind. Whether these current sheets are discrete,
spatially-limited entities like 'l leave^, in the wind", are spherical shells
or shell segments, or are filamentary ribbons connecting hack to the sun
(or pose+bly have a still different configuration) has not yet been clearly
established. Additional multispaceeraft studies may permit a reoolution^'of
	 -?
such remaining questions as the spatial extent and shape of DD's in the IMF
and their stability in time.
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STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DDIS
' (Dia>ranae`i 1.00 A.U.)
Clean Clean Full VIT D.Is"]
R.D. 1 3 (N=62) T.D. 0 3 ( N-29) Mixed ( N-91) "Bad" 000)
\I
Parameter AVE RMS AVE RMS E RMS AVE RMS
i / f/' /) ww^^^wwww wwwrrww-wrrw--- -rte.-r-..rwr...w-- r	
---------------
-ww-wwrwwwww-w-.w
j
w 90. 40 38,5° 85.70 33.6° 79.0° 32.2° 71.9° 28.10
R 46.60 17.80 82.30 4.9
0 81.60 4.90 55.9° 13.40
_
T(km)_ 2670 2460 3500 2720 2640 2130 2270 1600
rtL (L 49.6 53.6 54. 56..1 43.6 X14.4 30.8 25.9
O
N 186.20 $4'.5
0 193.1 q 41.6° 194.8° 39.40 203.5° 41.5°
eN 0.60 33.1
0
9.40 33.80 3.20 36.2° 9.90 29.7°
t
F('nT) 5. 6 2.1 5.0 2.0; 5.2 2.0 4.2 0.80
IBnI(nT) 3.9 2.3 0.69 0.47 0.79 0:56 2.3 0.96
a^ (nT) 0.21 0.14 0,21 0. 11 0.17 0.10 020
}
0411
a2/x3 4.9 4.3 8.5 9.9 8.8 9.6 4.2 3.9
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TABLE 2
STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF DD'S
(Distance x 0.72 AM
n; Clean clean Full [ " T. D. r 
sn ]
R.D.'s (N=88) T.D . 1 3 (N=37) Mixed 0=103) "Bads' ( N =15)
Parameter AVE RHS AVE RMS AVE RMS AVE RkS
lI 5
/ w 87.40 39.60 99.70 25.10 80.80 29.2° 90.50 42.9°
0 45.40 15.6
0
63.40 4.8
0
83.3
0 4.90 54.60 14.60
(km) 1460 1330 1860 2240 1720 2010 2220 -217-0
t^(DR) 37.7 35.5 41.4 56.0 40.3 49.2 45.6 38.8
^N 178.50 51.3
0 196.90 43.30 202.70 38.50 192.60 38.80	 1
0 N 0.00 29.60 8. 3 31.30 6.90 34.3° -0.10 32. 30
(nT) 10.9 3.2 8.9 2.8 9.8 3.2 9.4 2.8
^ Dn I ( nT") 7.3 2.9 1.1 0.69 1.1_ 0.62 5. 2 2. 3
}
,1 arD(nT) 0.32 0.25 0.41 0.25 0.34 0.24 0.52 0.38
?^ 21a3 6.0 6.5 12.0 10.1 11.1 14.5 7.5 12.0 „
9	 ^-
3 31
2
f
1300 1400 1750 2066 1170 1500 1790 2170
48.2 48.9 46.4 55.5 38.0 44.8 72.7 104.0
176.7° 46.00 174.50 '42.8° 175.1 1 50.01 173.3° 59.9°
3.8° 33.0° 9.2° 31.4° 6.80 37.2° 8.40 38.90
1813 3.3 14.4 5.7 16.9 4,3 17.2 6.2
12.4 4. 71 2.1 1.4 2.3 1.5 8.3 3.7
0.53 0.40 0.73 0.55 0.55 0.42 1.2 0.66
6.6 7.1 10.8 8.1 13.4 15.3 5.9 4.8
w
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TABLE 3
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STATISTICAL CHARACTERISTIC OF DD13
(Distance a 0.46 A.U.)
a	 ,
Clean	 Clean
	 Full O T. D. 1 s" ]
R.D. + a ( N =139) T.D.'s ( Ns31) Mixed ( N-120)
	
"Bad! 006)
Parameter AVE
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R
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FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1. occurrence rate dependence of magnetic field directional
discontinuities on heliocentric radial distance. The large scale
field sector polarity is shown: positive sign represents " toward"
the sun and negative sign away. eSEQ is the latitude of the
spacecraft with respect to the solar equatorial plane.,,,3,
!)
Figure 2. Mariner 10 high resolution (40 ms) data during the traversal of
two interplanetary DD 1 3, illustrating that such structures can have
differing time scales but not differ appreciably in magnetic field
variation. At the left is shown a 2 minute interval of data and at
the right a 20 s interval. In both cases is given (from top to
bottom) the solar ecliptic ( SE) direction angles ;, a the field
magnitude B, and the SE cartesian coordinates of the field fix, By,	 1
_ - Bz The vertical dashed lines supenimposea on the coordinate data
represent the precise beginning and end of the DD transition zone,
and the horizontal solid lines representAhe quasisteady state of
the field immediately before and after the transition zone.
Figurc 3. The intermediate to minimum eigenvalue ratio shown as a percent
distribution for w ' s exceeding 300 and for Oata taken at three
distances fromf'^Ile su,n (see text) . N denotes the number of DD's at
each locate:/
L;
Figure U. Distributions of (B,J/B for a 2/A > 2.0. The angle S is the
discontinuity cone angle, 4 = cos `1 (jBn 1/B), The vertical dashed
llines indicate the separation point between "ID's" (on the left) and
A	 RD's (on the right).
Figure 5. Scatter diagram of discontinuity data at 1.0 AU showing relative
	
z
magnitude rms deviationa F /F (from nieasurertient% across the DD zone)
as a function of	 see text). The arrows anc+'numbers at the
top-right, j ust outside the box, represent in all cases but one
(,260) legitimate ID's whose of/F was too Large to plot.
33	
^
Figure 6. Similar to Figure 5, except it holds for A = 0. ,72 AU.
Figure 7. Similar to Figure 5, except it holds for R = 0,46 AU.
Figure 8. Distribution&)of the longitudes (#,) of the discontinuity
nbrinals with respect to location and t ype. Also for completeness
tt
	 "clean" versus full sets are represented along with the overall
average field direction (#, t> ) for each set (see text).
Figure S. Distributions of the latitudes (eh )
	 the discontinuity normals
with respect to location and type (see related Figure 8),
Figure 10. Distributions of the discontinuity angle w given separately for
location and type, Mean values given In each case have only a
relative value , 'nee most cases with w < 30 ,0
	
excluoeo front the
Study (see text).
Figure 11. Discontinuity thickness distributions (in units of 100 km) with
,respect to location and type. The statements in parentheses
represent the percentage of those DD I s whose thicknesses are greater
than 5600 km.
Figure 12. Distributions of DD thickness T averaged over 20 0 intervals of
the discontinuity angle w. Results are shown separated for RD's
(left) and TD's (right). Vertical bars give i o//W for each
average, indicating variability within the data averaged (see text).
No obvious general relationship between T and w is observed,
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